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Politicians love it. Speeders hate it. Police offer  mixed

reviews. Most drivers will cross its path and everyone has

an opinion.

If  something deep in your gut tells you thereís

something wrong about photo radar, this book if  for you.

If  you just got a photo radar ticket, this book is for you.

If  your community has photo radar or is considering

it and you want to know its strengths, weaknesses and

policy implications, this book is for you.

And, on the offñchance that you work for a photo

radar company or law enforcement agency that wants to

do photo radar right, this book is for you.

This book is not about challenging the way the radar

beam hits a car and bounces off, itís about how photo

radar technology is being used, illegally in many cases, to

generate tickets that cost drivers in fines and sanctions.

This book will help you understand the photo radar

system. Youíll learn whether your ticket is legal and what

to do if  it isnít.

Photo radar thrives because lawñabiding
citizens donít fully understand the law.

The photo radar ticket system is based on the idea

that most of  us are lawñabiding citizens who follow the

rules. Most of  us were raised to believe that our govern-

ment acts honestly and in accordance with its own rules.

We see technology as infallible. When our government

sends us a traffic ticket in the mail that was generated by a

highñtech system like photo radar, many of  us accept its

validity without question, take responsibility for the ticket,

and pay the fine. Photo radar takes advantage of  the good

people who pay bills on time and show up early for jury

duty.

Challenging a photo radar ticket isnít unñAmerican, in
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fact it may be just the opposite. When the government

ignores the rules, it deserves to be challenged. The essence

of  good citizenship is responsibility. Each challenge reaf-

firms our belief  in the Constitution, strengthens our rights

and reminds our government to abide by its laws.

There are those who argue that our streets are safer

when the photo radar van is around and that safety makes

bending the rules okay. We did not agree or decide to give

up rights, and itís unproven whether we get the promised

safety. By forfeiting due process rights we risk losing re-

spect for and confidence in law enforcement. We feel that

our privacy has been invaded. We start to question the

governmentís motives. We feel the loss of  our liberty.

Laws preserve our liberty by keeping us free from the

arbitrary exercise of  authority. Douglass MacArthur knew

that ìthe object and practice of  liberty lies in the limita-

tion of  governmental power.î Benjamin Franklin warned

that ìthose who would sacrifice liberty for a little tempo-

rary safety deserve neither.î And Thomas Jefferson said

he ìwould rather be exposed to the inconveniences at-

tending too much liberty than to those attending too small

a degree of  it.î Thomas Jefferson lived without metal de-

tectors!

Yes, people generally drive slower when they spot the

photo radar van, but is such safety worth the price? Is it

worth giving up our liberty and our money without the

protections of due process? Only when the photo radar

system is operated fairly will our government deserve to

receive our fine money.

You just want to get out of  that ticket, right? This

book exposes the flaws and weaknesses of  photo radar.

Youíll learn how the system is designed to give the opera-

tors the upper hand so that youíll pay.
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Once youíve read this book, youíll be able to spot un-

fair tickets. From what to do when you first open the en-

velope to how to ask questions in court, itís all here. Thereís

information about the growing number of  cities across

the United State that use photo radar and the ones whose

citizens successfully revolted against it.

By scrutinizing photo radar, youíll see how the gov-

ernment starts off  on the wrong foot and stays there. Youíll

be able to decide for yourself  whether the government

plays by its own rules.

Remember the questions you have about photo radar

as you read and see whether the proponents can satisfac-

torily answer them. Youíll read enough to decide whether

your ticket is ìlegalî and youíll be ready to proceed to

court. If  youíre case is already set for a hearing, you might

use this book to help you prepare questions. How do you

question a machine? You canít.

As a savvy citizen, you have recognized the reason

photo radar is seen as unfair. Most of  us are uncomfort-

able with the idea that a machine can accuse us, but we

cannot challenge it. Too many people accept the machineís

infallibility, thinking that they have no right to argue. Those

who believe so send in their fine money as instructed.

Photo radar will not gain the public acceptance it seeks

until the inequities are faced and the process revamped.

Machines are not always right ñ ask any woman as she

steps off  the bathroom scale. The reasons photo radar

intimidates us has more to do with the way it us used than

the technology.

Photo radar seems unfair because it gives
the State a technological advantage.

Only an expert or knowledgeable insider knows photo

radar technology well enough to expose its flaws. If  you
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have lots of  resources, you might find an expert who is

willing to testify at your hearing. For a tidy sum, the expert

will talk about angles and doppler and calibration. Your

expert might testify about how buildings and trees have

been clocked by radar at 80 m.p.h. Your expert will not be

allowed to inspect the photo radar equipment nor will he

or she have access to any information about it until mo-

ments before the hearing.

The Stateís witness will be ready with an answer for

any question your expert advises you to ask: The equip-

ment was operating properly and there is absolutely no

reason to doubt its accuracy. The Stateís argument that

photo radar technology is scientifically accepted will carry

the day. Conclusion: Challenging the technology used in

photo radar doesnít work.

Photo radar seems unfair because it cannot
be questioned.

The Stateís witness will always testify that the machine

is accurate. The witness, usually an employee of  the photo

radar company that receives revenue from the tickets, has

a bias. As long as the photo radar equipment works, the

company makes money. Profit isnít limited to one juris-

diction, instead, future contracts with other cities and

towns depends on the success of  the program. In Alaska,

witness bias was severe enough an issue to cause the ap-

peals court to invalidate the photo radar program in that

state.

In 1996, four defendants who received photo radar

citations in the mail requested that their cases be set for

trial. When the magistrate set the trial date, he noticed

that the tickets were delivered by mail and concluded that

the defendants could have ignored the tickets without

penalty. Learning this, the city prepared and served dupli-
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cate tickets personally on each defendant by process server.

At the hearing, the photo radar company lined up its

experts who testified that the machine was accurate and

reliable. They provided studies, statistics, and expert testi-

mony. At the conclusion of  the hearing, the photo radar

company had presented evidence that its procedures and

equipment could not be questioned.
Alaskaía appeals court saw it differently, saying:

ìTheÖtestimony of  the prosecution witnesses presents

an overall picture of  individuals who have a great deal at

stake financially and who will testify to whatever it takes

to convince the court in a given case. Obviously a favor-

able decision by this court could be cited elsewhere and

would be of  great valueÖin fostering the growth of  a

market for its product.î

The Alaska court concluded that the pecuniary inter-

est of  the witnesses made their objectivity questionable

and their testimony unreliable. The court dismissed the

tickets against all four defendants. By April, 1997 the City

of  Anchorage voted to end the photo radar program.

When courts scrutinize the objectivity and reliability

of  the Stateís witnesses and evidence, our rights are pro-

tected. If, on the other hand, photo radar records are al-
ways believed and the person who works for the photo

radar company always considered reliable, objective and

more credible than the accused driver, due process fades

away.

Photo radar is unfair because the process is
unfair.

The 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guar-

antees due process of  law ñ the right to be heard before

our property can be taken ñ a legal principle that defies

exact definition. Due process is dependent on the circum-

stances, i.e. the risk, the potential loss, the seriousness of
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the charge. It starts with the notion that we deserve the

opportunity to be heard at a meaningful time and in a mean-
ingful manner. It means, for example, that a person facing a

traffic fine doesnít have the same rights as someone facing

a murder charge.

As imprecise as the due process concept is, its absence

is conspicuous, particularly in photo radar cases. Take Para-

dise Valley, Arizona, where an employee of  the photo ra-

dar company brings paper records to court. He testifies

that the records are kept in the normal course of  business

and that he believes they are accurate. He was not in the

photo radar van, nor did he sign the ticket. Yet he testifies,

under oath, that the driver sitting in the courtroom was

speeding on the date of  the ticket. And the court will find

the driver responsible because the witness brought records
to prove his case, records prepared by a machine and an-

other employee who is not in the courtroom.

Then thereís Scottsdale, Arizona where defaults are

routinely entered against drivers who were never served

with a ticket and where no proof  of  service is required by

the court. Defaults typically result in suspended licenses,

yet the unsuspecting drivers go about their way not know-

ing that their privilege to drive was in the hands of  a pri-

vate company directing court actions.

What is wrong with this picture? It is out of  focus.   Photo

radar has stretched due process to fit its technological limi-

tations. It has blurred the right to a hearing into the right

to see the records before you are fined. Never before have

courts allowed machinery and records to determine the

outcome of  a court case. Not until photo radar.

What
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Drivers cited by photo radar deserve no less
than those stopped by an officer.

Compare the photo radar process to the traditional

speeding ticket case. In the latter, a police officer sees a car

driving fast and makes a visual estimate of  the carís speed.

The officer then reaches for the radar gun and takes a read-

ing. The officer stops the car, talks to the driver, and deliv-

ers a ticket.

When the case comes to court, the officer testifies that

he or she made a visual estimate of  the driverís speed and

also got a radar reading. The judge considers the radar

reading as corroborating, or confirming, the testimony of

the sworn police officer.

The driver, having recalled the encounter with the of-

ficer, asks questions about the officerís observations, the

calibration of the radar equipment, and the traffic condi-

tions. At the close of  the case, the judge considers the

testimony and any inconsistencies that the driver may have

elicited through crossñexamination.

Most of  the time, the State wins and a fine is imposed.

Some of  the time, the driver asks about things the officer

canít remember, poses questions the officer canít answer,

or elicits an admission that the officer was mistaken. Some

of  the time, the judge asks the officer questions before

deciding the case. And yes, judges do dismiss tickets when

the evidence does not support the charge.

In a photo radar case, most drivers are unaware that a

ticket is on its way. Behind the scenes, someone at a photo

radar company looks at pictures to get license plate infor-

mation. The same person, or another employee of  the com-

pany, accesses the stateís motor vehicle records for the name

of  the vehicleís registered owner. The company sends the

ticket to the court electronically. The companyís computer
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prints a signature on the certification line purporting to

ìswear under oathî that the signer had ample reason to

believe that the person named in the ticket was speeding.

The company mails the ticket to the driver. Sometimes

a company employee looks over the photos and tickets to

see if  a male is pictured driving a car registered to a fe-

male, for example. In those cases, the company sends a

form telling the registered owner to tell them who was

driving.

Alaskaís court was offended by this process finding

that if  no one reviews the tickets to confirm the identity

of  the driver, the certification is both false and invalid. In

Arizona, lack of  personal certification has been challenged

with and without success. Some Arizona judges agree that

a real person must sign the ticket and other judges con-

sider certification to be a mere technicality. Regardless of

the jurisdiction, the law universally provides that a certifi-

cation is valid only if  it contains an assertion of  truth based on
the personal knowledge of  the signer. Certification goes hand in

hand with due process because it is the assurance that some-

one with personal knowledge of  the facts actually reviewed

the evidence before issuing a citation. The risk of  even a

small amount of  money as a fine deserves that protection.

Since many states donít allow drivers to see the records

that the State will use at the hearing until minutes before-

hand, few drivers are able to adequately prepare. The driver,

handicapped by yet another procedural rule, may opt to

pay the ticket to avoid appearing the fool in a courtroom.

While traffic cases donít come close to being as serious as

felony cases, imagine what it would be like to wait until the

day of  trial to find out who you allegedly murdered and

how you allegedly did it!
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An officer has to prove you were speeding,
a machine doesnít.

Most states have speeding laws that provide the fol-

lowing:

A person shall not drive a vehicle on a highway at

a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent

under the circumstances, conditions and actual and

potential hazards then existing.
In order for the driver to be found guilty or responsible

for speeding, the State must show that the driverís speed

was unreasonable and imprudent. If  youíre driving over

the posted speed limit, the court considers that as one fac-

tor that might show unreasonableness, depending on the

other circumstances. Since we expect that a reasonable

speed is based on the circumstances, conditions and actual

and potential hazards, we rely on certain unofficial, but

widely accepted criteria to set our speed, such as:

ó the speed of  other vehicles which are also proceeding

reasonably and prudently

ó the presence or absence of  pedestrians, children, bi-

cycles and the like

ó the condition of the road

ó weather conditions

ó the amount of traffic

ó locations and proximity of  driveways and intersections

ó the posted speed

ó the presence of  emergency vehicles, school buses,

flooding, fallen tree limbs, etc.

The reasonable and prudent standard has been aban-

doned in photo radar cases because photo radar doesnít

work if  the State has to prove it. Proof  would require a

witness who was there on the scene and who would testify

in every case. With technology generating as many as 50,000
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to 100,000 tickets per year even in relatively small com-

munities, the number and cost of  personnel to provide

testimony from personal knowledge would render photo

radar unprofitable.

The photo radar company has managed to skirt this

proof  problem by presenting the court with a document

called a scattergram, a company-generated graph of  little

black boxes scattered on the page. The Stateís witness tells

the court that the boxes represent the speeds other ve-

hicles were going both five minutes before and five min-

utes after the driver passed the photo radar van. The

scattergram shows these speeds to be anywhere from 20

miles below the posted speed limit to 15 miles above it.

The Stateís witness also tells the court that traffic was very

heavy, as shown by the little black boxes.

Surprise! Surprise!
The driver loses the case. After all, since he didnít

refute the scattergram evidence, it proves that he was driv-

ing faster than almost everyone else, therefore his speed

must have been unreasonable!

Drivers are less likely to proceed
reasonably when they pass a photo radar

van.

A scattergram illustrates how unreasonably some

people react when they see a photo radar van and fails to

prove anything about the reasonableness of  the driverís

speed. When a police officer is following, most of  us typi-

cally watch our speed and drive at or a few miles below

the posted limit. Some people are so afraid of  getting a

photo radar ticket that they nearly stop when they see the

van. Everyone reaches for the brake pedal when seeing a

photo radar van regardless of  the speed limit.
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One recent study concluded that 40% of  drivers pro-

ceed below the speed limt as they pass a photo radar van

and of  those, 50% drive at least 5 m.p.h. below the speed

limt and 10% drive 10 m.p.h. below. With neither photo

radar or the police present, 85% of  drivers will be travel-

ing at the same speed, at or slightly above the speed limit.

Photo radar fails the smell test.

Due process requires that each step of  the process be

designed to achieve a fair result to both parties. From the

flash of  the camera to the imposition of  the fine, the

photo radar process leads to a predetermined outcome.

Cities and states have the power and right to regulate

speed for the safety of  its citizens. The goal will not be

achieved if  it is riddled with faulty assumptions:

ó By concluding that a driverís speed is unreasonable

because others slowed down more than he or she did

when they saw the photo radar van;

óBy waiting until we cannot remember our speed or

the conditions on the roadway to inform us that we are

accused;

óBy preventing us from questioning the technology

that convicts us;

óBy requiring us to alter our behavior far more than

the law requires when in the presence of  a photo radar

van

óBy applying different standards on the same road-

ways and same conditions that depend solely on

whether technology is recording our behavior

óBy leading us to lose faith in the government who

ignores the very rules it imposes upon us.

When one party has the advantage in creating a sys-

tem that ensures its intended result, due process fades

from the picture.

If the Machine Says So, Who's to Argue?
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Typical ticket format used in photo radar cases


